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AutoCAD is used by engineers and designers for the creation of two-dimensional (2D) and three-
dimensional (3D) drawings. Various features of the software such as drafting tools, paint programs, and

tools for electronic publishing are sold separately. Users can create a drawing, fill it with geometric
shapes and edit the objects by using editing features such as labels and vectorization. Users can

manipulate and change the appearance of objects and text with properties such as width, color and
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typeface. In 2010, global revenues were $6.0 billion and global user market share was 58 percent,
according to the company's 2012 annual report.[2] Total global revenues increased to $6.1 billion in

2011, and AutoCAD revenue grew 3.5 percent.[3] The most recent version of AutoCAD is AutoCAD
2015. Its features include:.DWG,.MDL and.RWD file formats; a tool pallet and the 3D wireframe

capability (3DWG); a history list of all the components of a drawing; and the ability to display technical
drawing on mobile devices. AutoCAD 2015 also allows drawings to be shared over social media and

other online sites, such as Dropbox and Google Drive. AutoCAD 2009 can be used to create DXF and
DWG files.[citation needed] AutoCAD 2008 and later versions use the DXF and DWG formats as

default. AutoCAD 2007 and earlier can be used to create, edit and save DXF and DGN files.[citation
needed] While AutoCAD is cross-platform, the company sells several versions of AutoCAD for

Windows only. AutoCAD LT is a free version for business users, and AutoCAD Premier is a non-free
version for professional users. AutoCAD LT does not have the advanced features available in the full
version of AutoCAD. AutoCAD LT includes some features found in the full version of AutoCAD but

is more limited, having fewer features available at the Windows command line. The capabilities are
similar for Mac OS and Linux users. While AutoCAD LT can be used to create DXF and DWG

files,[citation needed] AutoCAD is the recommended product for AutoCAD users. AutoCAD Premier
has more features, such as the ability to import and export to the PDF format. AutoCAD also supports

high-resolution images, such as TIFF and EPS files

AutoCAD Activation Code Free (April-2022)

Application programming interfaces (APIs) allow developers to access various aspects of AutoCAD's
functionality. The API allows developers to write programs that add functionality to AutoCAD and that
also allow the end-user to add functionality to their applications. On Windows, AutoCAD can be run in
Windows Forms (Aseprite) and Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) mode. Procedural geometry
Procedural geometry is a new feature introduced in AutoCAD 2008, replacing the bitmap displays and

exporting from previous versions. Procedural geometry allows the creation of three-dimensional objects
without using two-dimensional bitmap displays, such as for the modeling of solid and extruded surfaces.

Objects can be created with different materials, allowing a greater level of flexibility than with
traditional bitmaps. The procedural geometry can also be exported to other formats such as Geomeric

CAD. Procedural geometry uses a Geometry Development System, which is the Geometry Kernel. The
Kernel is a language that describes the geometry of an object. Procedural geometry does not save the
entirety of the Kernel. Instead, it saves the objects that have been created as of a certain point in time.

When new objects are created, they overwrite the Kernel previously associated with the object. Actions
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Users can create a series of actions by using a series of toolbars to create and insert them. Each action is
a macro that the user can select from a menu and that executes automatically. AutoLISP AutoLISP is a
language that enables developers to create macros and add them to the various toolbars in AutoCAD. At

its core, AutoLISP can be seen as a combination of the BASIC programming language and the LISP
programming language, which was invented by John McCarthy at the MIT Artificial Intelligence

Laboratory in 1959. The LISP language is procedural, meaning that instead of having to explicitly tell
the computer what actions to take, it is written so that the computer can create an action by itself.

AutoLISP also allows the user to write actions and insert them into toolbars. For instance, by inserting a
line into the drawing area, the user could insert it into a menu, a button on the ribbon, or the toolbar.

Actions can even be set to run automatically at a certain time. AutoLISP can be seen as a non-intrusive
language that works at the object level 5b5f913d15
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AutoCAD Crack+

Open the program, navigate to the keygen folder, and run the autocad.exe. Important! Please be aware
that this keygen is not intended for use with ACES 2019 or Autodesk Civil 3D 2019. It only works with
version 2017, 2018, and 2019.
/***************************************************************************
copyright : (C) 2002 - 2008 by Scott Wheeler email : wheeler@kde.org copyright : (C) 2002 - 2008 by
Stefano Penati email : stefano.penati@gmail.com This program is free software; you can redistribute it
and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software
Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This program is
distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

What's New in the AutoCAD?

Ribbon toolbar: Set drawing preferences with the click of a button, including options for drawing and
keyboard shortcuts. Support for a wide range of drawing tools, such as the arc tool, line tool, text tool,
and many others. New commands for working with layouts, including the ability to use a floating-point-
precision ruler to specify drawing origin. Support for Windows 10 Universal Apps, which includes a
visual development experience and improved command-line options. Snap to Grid: Snap to grid
technology allows you to set a drawing origin, then easily move and reorder parts on a drawing using
commands such as L1, L2, and R1. (video: 3:00 min.) Revit technology: Design, fabricate, and detail
architectural 3D models with the same efficiency and control that you would use with 2D drawings. The
AutoCAD Revit add-in extends the Revit environment so that you can make changes to your 3D
models, just like you do with 2D drawings. (video: 4:08 min.) A new tree structure for the 2D tab helps
you easily locate the objects you need. Improved drawing tools and commands for working with 3D
objects. New Revit tools for working with parametric objects, including Quickly Design, Draw in Revit,
and Draw in Revit with Snapshots. Improved Autodesk Fusion 360 experience: New drawing tools,
including the ability to draw and convert shapes. A new timeline panel that makes it easy to see and
navigate through your model design history. Redesigned blocks, templates, and palettes so that you can
easily share model components. Improved surface- and face-based editing tools. 3D Surface: Move a
surface, change its color, or add a texture to it. Working with a collection of surfaces, including
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parametric surfaces. Advanced surface-modeling tools. Improved parametric surface editing tools. User
Interface Updated interface: A new tabbed interface, with settings, preferences, and tools grouped
together. A new interface layout that moves the color controls into a palette for easier viewing.
Improved navigation for large drawings: Automatic resizing and tabbing. Interactive tooltips. For large
drawings, you can now position a
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 (64-bit versions only), Windows
Server 2008, Windows Server 2008 R2 Processor: 2GHz dual-core processor or equivalent Memory: 1
GB RAM Graphics: 1 GB of video RAM DirectX: Version 9.0 Network: Broadband Internet
connection Storage: 1 GB available space Additional Notes: The DirectX version requirement above is
only for the Disk and Memory Logs. All other required logs can be generated on older
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